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Microsoft MapPoint has a vast amount of more than 400 resources available for download on the
Microsoft websites including: User Guides, Video Guides, Articles, Online Training, HowTo Videos,

Forum discussion boards and more. Microsoft MapPoint also has its own dedicated website at
www.mappoint.com where they provide more than 300 learning resources to suit all levels of skill

and experience. The Microsoft MapPoint community has some very active discussion forums on their
various Social Networks for ease of posting and getting help.MSN Maps:The MSN Maps map solution
is Microsofts enterprise GIS product and is similar to the Microsoft MapPoint product with one major

difference. It was first launched on the Windows Mobile operating system and later on the Windows 8
operating system. What is exciting is the ability to add to these maps online, so you always have up
to date, accurate maps. Besides Windows Mobile and Windows 8, this maps solution is also available
on the Windows CE platform. One of the best things about Microsoft MapPoint is that it allows you to
combine the power of the Map with the power of the Database. This allows you to have a powerful
map that also allows for searches, filtering, editing of both locations and attributes all within the

Map. While others may suggest, ArcGIS is a bit costly and cumbersome, MapPoint really does allow
you to do what no other GIS does. This is especially helpful for individuals that are just getting

started and need to be able to view maps, add locations or add attributes and much more.Although
ArcGIS may have more of a learning curve, its superiority over Microsoft MapPoint in the GIS world
has been widely known for years. It is actually very simple to get started with ArcGIS, and many

times one can get started without even having a map created. One of the benefits of ArcGIS is the
ability to add layers, both shape and text, the ability to search and filter and view many types of

data.
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